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ABSTRACT 

Coincidence studies of radioactive isotopes in the Ac
225 

decay chain 

were made. A metastable state of Pb209 ~th a half-life of (3.1 + 1. 0) 

millimicroseconds was observed. This delay following beta dec;y of Tl 209 

to Pb209 is exhibited by a 120 kev El gamma transition and other gamma 

transitions succeeding the 120 kev gamma transition. Upper limits are set 

for the lifetimes of several other gamma transitions present in the Ac 225 

chain. An explanation for the delayed nature of this 120 kev El transition 

is given in terms of parentage overlap. Some unusual features of the beta 

decay rates of Tl
209 

to Pb 209 are discussed. 

* This work was performed under the auspices of the United States Atomic 

Energy Commission. 
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INTRODUCTION ; 1 
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The decay properties of these activities have been the subject of several 
. . . . 1-4 

prev1ous 1nvest1gat1ons. 

The present study was undertaken to investigate the lifetimes of 

various nuclear excited states by the delayed coincidence method, and 

y-y, f3 -y, all:d::a.-y coincidence measurements were made wherever possi

ble. 

A sample of Ac 
225 

was chemically purified from its Th
229 a~d Ra 

225 

parents; however, daughter activities of Ac
225 

grow in so rapidly that all 

of the following measurements were done with a sample in transient 

equilibrium. 

Scintillation detectors with RA\gJ5819 photomultiplier tubes were used, 

employing a lucite disc impregnated with terphenyl, a thin layer of sublimed 

stibene, or a sodium-iodide {thallium activated) crystal as scintillato·rs 

for beta particles, alpha particles, or electromagnetic radiation, respec

tively. 

Delayed coincidences were measured with fast-slow coincidence pulse 

height analysis equipment at resolving times of 20 or 80 millimicroseconds . 

. A Los Alamos type single-channel analyzer
5 

was used for pulse height 

analysis· b£ the alpha, beta, or electromagnetic spectra and to set the "gate''. 

A 50-channel differential pulse height analyzer was used to analyze the 
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energy of the coincident electromagnetic radiation. The pulses to the 

fast coincidence circuit were amplified by wide -band Hewlett.;.Packard 460 A 

amplifiers, 5 and the coincidence discrimination was achieved-by~ simple· 

adder circuit using a G7A crys~al diode. 
7 

No delayed gamma transitions were observed following emission of 

alpha particles. Limits were set as follows: t
1
;

2 
< 3 millimicroseconds 

for a gamma transition of approximately 100 kev following the alpha decay 

of Ac
225 

and t
1

/ 
2 

< 1 millimicrosecond for the 240 kev gamma transition 

following the alpha decay of Fr 221. 

Beta-gamma coincidences showed coinci_dent electromagnetic radia

tion at 80 {K x-rays ), 120, 450, and 1» 560 kev as has been reported 

previously. 
2

-
4 

Previous work
2

' 3 indicates that the coincident 450 kev 

peak is actually a composite of two gamma rays of energy 434 and 450 kev. 

The 434 kev gamma transition is associated with the beta d-ecay of Bi 
213 

while the other three gamma rays are associated with the beta decay of 
209 4 . 213 209 Tl _ • K x-rays accompany the beta decay of both B1 _ and Tl • 

Fig. 1 shows the beta-gamma coincidence counting rates of the K 

x-ray and 120 kev gamma rays as a function of delay. Fig. 2 shows the low-. 

energy coincident electromagnetic radiation in both prompt and delayed 

coincidence. These results clearly indicate that the 120 kev gamma transition 

is de(ayed along with some of the K x-rays with the half-life for the metastable 

state 3.1 + 1. 0 millimicroseconds. 

Stephens 
3 

has proposed a decay scheme for Tl209 (Fig. 3 ). If t_his 

decay scheme is correct, both the 450 and 1, 560 kev gamma transitions 

should be delayed with respect to the beta particles. The beta 450 kev gamma 

delay curve showed a prompt component {t
1
;

2 
< 2 millimicroseconds) and then 

a delayed component. The prompt component was Jliought to be the 434 kev 

gamma transition of Bi 
213

. To prove this, the single channel discriminator 

was set above the 1. 00 Mev endpoint of the Bi213 beta spectrum but below the 
. 209 

1. 99 Mev endpoint of the Tl beta spectrum. Under such conditions the de-

lay curve showed no prompt component but only a single delayed 450 kev gamma 

transition. Fig. 4 shows the two different delay curves normalized at their 

peak coincidence counting rates. 
. . 

The counting efficiency of the 1, 560 kev gamma transition is too iow 

to permit a direct beta -1, 5tSO kev gamma delay curve to be run, but a delay 
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curve integrating all gamma ray counts above 500, kev showed that 

essentially everything higher than 5001 kev was delayed. 

By gating on the 120 kev gamma ray we were able to set upper limits 

for,_ the half -lives of the 450 and 1, 560 kev gamma transitions at 1. 5 milli ~ · 

microseconds. 

DISCUSSION 

3 4 
Stephens ' has assigned the 120 kev gamma transition as El on the 

basis of K and L conversion coeffici,ents. Thus this transition is 3. 6 x 10
4 

times ~lower than a simple single neutron (P1/ 2 El :> d 3 / 2 ) transition 

should be (where we have used formulas VIII-1 and VII-7 of Bohr and 

Mottelson 8 for the single neutro~ lifetime). 

The delayed nature of this transition can be explained in terms of 

parentage overlap. 9 We can make a plausible set of spin assignments as 

shown in Fig. 3 from consideration of the shell model, from spins of 

neighboring nuclei, and from the observed gamma radiations in the T1 209 

·beta decay. The assignments of Fig. 3 are slightly different from those of 

Harv~y. 10 The level at 750 kev was seen by Harvey10 in the (d, p) reaction 

on Pb 208 , but this level is not populated on the beta decay of Tl 209 • Note 

that the 1/2.,. level can only be formed by breaking the closed shell of 126. 

neutrons. This particular level however, is more than 2 Mev above the 

ground state, so it seems reasonable to make the assignment of principle 

neutron configuration as (g9/ 2 )
2

(p1/ 2 )
1 

plus 124 filled orbitals below the p1; 2• 

The 3/2+ level has as its principal configuration (p1/ 2 )
2

(d 3/ 2 )
1 

with a 

small admixture of (g~/2 )2 (d
3

/ 2 )
1

. The schematic representation of the 

nucleons involved in the El transition is given in Fig. 5. 

It seems reasonable that the transition proceeds .obly·; by virtue of the 

small admixture of the neutron configuration (g
9

/ 2 )
2

(d 3/ 2 )
1 

in the final state. 

The large hindrance indicates a very small configuration"thi'xiirr;g;; T:his type 

of reasoning is similar to that used by Sunyar et al.ll in explaining some 
85 85 - -

features of the beta decay of Kr to Rb • In the language of fractional 

parentage theory we may say that the principal configurations of the 1/2- and 

the 3/2+ levels have no common parents. 9 
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Another interesting feature is. the log ft v;:1.lue of 5 . .5 for the beta 

decay of Tl209 , which we assume to have an s
1
/

2 
proton hole in the 82 

l .k Tl 205 d Tl207 . h . d- ··t . protonstructure, 1 e an . W1t our sp1nan par1y_ass1gn":" 

ments this beta decay would be firstforbidden because of parity ch~nge 

{Fig. 3 ). De Shalit and Goldhaber
12 

and also King and Peaslee
13 

have 

discus sed several similar cases in this region. The log ft ~alue of 5. 5 

fits within King and Peaslee's group of "favored" first forbidden beta trans

itions (6-j = .A I= 0, yes, not 0 ~~). With our proposed principal <:.~ 

configurations the beta transition involves transformation of a pl/ 2 neutron 
- 207 

to an s
1
/

2 
proton, entirely analogous to the beta decay of Tl .a f 1favored" 

first forbidden transition-, with a log ft value of 5. 2. 
12

' 
13 

For the decay scheme and level assignments of Fig·. 3 ordinary beta 

selection ruTes would give an allowe.d transition {1/2+----~3/2+) to the 2. 01 

Mev level. Experimentally we_ can say from comparison o£ intensities of 

450 kev and 120 kev gamma radiation that a direct beta transition to the 3/2+ 

level must be less than 10 percent as intense as the _mai_n beta group,_ hence 

its log ft >6. 4. This slowness may be simply explained, since the transition 

is both£ -forbidden {6.£= 2) and has unfavorable parentage overlap. 

' 221 ·' 
The 220 kev gamma transition following the alpha decay of Fr · has 

been assigned as an E2 transition. 
2

' 3 Thus with its half -life of less than 

one millimicrosecond this transition is faster than that calculated 'from the 
14 . ' 

simp'le Weisskopf formula by at least a factor of three. 
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CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Delay curves of beta-gamma coincidences. Delay curves of coincident 

K x-rays and 120 kev gamma rays are shown. 

Fig. 2. Low energy electromagnetic radiation coincident with beta particles. 
209 Fig. 3. Proposed decay scheme of Tl . 

Fig. 4. Delay curves of beta-gamma coincidences. Delay curves of 

coincident 434 and 450 kev gamma rays are shown. 

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of principal nucleon configurations involved 

. d b . . . h d f Tl209 d Pb209m 1n gamma an eta trans1t1ons 1n t e ecay o an . 
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ENERGY 
Ti209 (IN KeV) 

(SI/2)( ?) 2,540 
~-= 1,990 Kev 

3.1 X 16
9 

S ( p 1/2) 2,130 
120 

( d 3/2) 2,010 

450 
( d 5/2) 

or 1,560 
( g 7/2) 

1,560 

-- (iu/2> 750 

0 

MU-11066 

Fig. 3 
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